It is of the cities that one speaks thus, and anyone who climbs a church tower or other high place overlooking the sea of roof-tops, will hardly fail to be struck with the countless rows and stacks of chimneys always ready to add their burden to the smoke-laden atmosphere. At a rough guess there are about as many chimneys as inhabitants in a large town. In the poorer parts, where a family often lives in one room, there will be many people to its single fireplace, but on the other hand may be placed the factories and public buildings, besides the mansions of the rich, carrying, as a rule, several chimney-pots to each member of the household.
Those who study the processes of life, tell us that each citizen is a kind of machine, breathing off the products of combustion from his lungs night and day, and in a certain broad and general sense every house may be said to do the same thing through its chimneys. There In the far-off future, when the dreams of the sanitary reformer shall have been fulfilled, the dweller in Cheapside may haply grow roses and columbine on his windowsill. The present is the age of science, and on its progress will largely depend any additions to the happiness of mankind. The coming race will have learnt how to live simply and to maintain a healthy balance betwixt body and mind. A paternal Government, freed from the anxiety of foreign brawls?for peace will reign amongst mankind?will place pure food and pure water within the reach of all, and will attend to the many problems concerned in bringing earth, air, fire, and water into the proper service of the community And when from the ashes of the Old World shall have arisen a New, fairer than that discovered by Columbus, its atmosphere will be pure as the untainted breezes of mid-ocean.
